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Every positive expectation within the private sector started with a gift. Gifts to meet unknown customer requirements
are spent for growth even before investments are made. Time and attention from one to another without strings are
called unconditional gifts. Unconditional gifts get real close to the concept of love between families and the youngest
children. This proposal gets as close to the outcomes of age 0-6 efforts within the confines of conditional gifting, sweat
equity in the child and family network level time and attention. The plan is to get as close to disparities in early learning
being created as possible. The private sector pays for the highest quality outcomes using NewOldMoney to reset
positive expectations for human capital. Government at all levels have very little to do with this giving. The umbrella
imagined could exist if the private sector wanted it:
•

•

•

Age 0-6 transformation via a paid mentor to create human capital. The whole nation participates to delivery
4,000,000 children per year to kindergarten really-ready to read, count and understand positive expectations.
Some children and parents are already setting the pace, generally without government help.
Age 17-21 and networks of the adult age 17 to 85 human capital that will pull itself together to create the age 06 transformation in the creation of human capital. This will transform everything. See chapter 28 of the
Absorbent Mind by Maria Montessori as a foundation. This starts with full ride scholarships paid to young adults
to affect the knowledge transfer from USA VALUES, LLC to the university and to/within the networks of the
university that could be dealing with the 16 to 20 points under the umbrella.
The related but separate 15 to 20 dots or points to be connected by the private sector. See.

http://www.usa-positive-expectations.com/support-files/newpresent.pdf
http://www.usa-positive-expectations.com/support-files/eye.pdf
http://www.usa-positive-expectations.com/support-files/eye2.pdf

Asking the university admissions process to encourage more university admissions literature covering the
university’s message looking for students who want to change the nation, define the requirements of success on many
more levels and note the many networks of successful work. Such will go directly through these first things first
concepts if the university’s messages are true. This is the traditional space to challenge the university’s commitment to
messages they are already sending in their literature.
One leading to civility
One leading with these dots to the ultimate payment of the national debt, if desired by the banks or banking
alternatives.
I am sure many of your questions fall within the outlines of why, what, where, when and who. How this is possible will
require you to dig into this proposal. Links to This have already been provided. I am asking for youth to be given
scholarships based on proposed work they will do with USA VALUES and universities to connect their networks to the
concepts for the future.
On the surface this is simple, the 16 or so points (dots) are already present worldwide within individual developments on
their own progress. And written in non-instructional language for the consumer understanding.
Please consider becoming part of the not so invisible hand that pulls them together, with others, to prompt the private
sector as a result, to aim at ultimate payoff of the national debt via the gifting of the work done, at market value, with all
(100%) of the youngest children. This is a direction for the nation that requires a very early start from what is now an

unfunded constraint that could be funded with a change in attitude and influence of those who are powerful, and also
those whose influence is now powerless.
A change like this in the USA is possible. A student will for the cost of a full ride scholarship help universities integrate
this original thinking into the nation’s perspective of civil and human capital growth. Ownership of the result will prove
to be straightforward. The non-exclusive extension of the result, without constraint, will indeed be interesting.

Asking Corporations directly to be about the business of outcomes and do what businesses do every day.
Advertise and sell to scale meeting the stated and unstated requirements of investors, employees, consumers and other
businesses. Promote itself as a private sector result and the future of the Free World defined by the Declaration of
Independence to include the Bill of Rights. Promotions that are 4th of July and other Holiday encouragements to create
the networks and network activity that deliver the needed gifts to the nation for sustaining economic, education,
emotion, ethic, energy and environment growth for the God given human spirit into the next 250 years.
Promotion of fairness considerations for the private sector matching what has been done to promote growth for those
who own assets and what can be done at no cost for those who have no assets. Jefferson stated that the Bill of Rights
are inalienable, but the last 250 years has showed them to require truth, work, fights, wars and death to protect them
on every level of outcome imaginable. Did I mention that government does not do individual outcomes well?

Asking one bank to start making money on a high-risk security they create that takes present money flow for high
quality early education and gives it definition in terms of real private sector requirements and potential payback. Other
banks including the FED to follow. An elaborate discussion exists and more is in the works as to how to take the written
works of Michael Lewis, especially ---, ---, and -------- to scale on behalf of age 0-6 children and their future using money
and leverage already in the system.

In conclusion plus 90% of the USA population wants to swamp everything leading up to a mob mentality from the
left or the right. Societies’ hate, anger, and unhappiness with life, liberty, pursuit of property and success for self and
one’s family, based on work, can be eliminated first things first with a 100% focus on the age 0-6 runway to start being
really-ready to read, count and understand positive expectations to start kindergarten. Literally this is work under many
banners of creating real human assets, and reducing disparities within the private sector of choice. This just needs an
umbrella to trigger the NewOldMoney bank investment products and ROI returns that make it work, like everything else
in the private sector based on good, better and best expectations.
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